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About This Game

If you like simple Match 3 games, you’ll love playing Jewel Puzzle Click.

Find and click on jewels of the same type that are close to each other. They will disappear, and you will earn points!

Jewel Puzzle Click is a simple, relaxing game with easy-to-achieve objectives.

Features

- Easy to play! Click on similar jewels that are next to each other to make them disappear
- Forty levels to complete

- Four different types of missions: reach the target score, collect a specific number of gemstones, remove colored tiles, or get
the trophy to the bottom

- Two different completion modes: limited number of moves OR limited amount of time
- Each level completed
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block puzzle jewel no click jogos

I give A+ to originality for this game. I don't like to give bad reviews but I can't simply help with this game. Somehow I made it
to level 10 with this game. It looks like something I made in highschool 15 years ago. Even if this game was free I would not
reccomend this game.

Pro: If you you like Steam Achievements - this game is for you! :)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ORqBJBeX4Gk
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New levels available:
The game has new levels available now. In total, there are 100 levels to complete.
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